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History [ edit ] Autodesk's first foray into CAD was in the early 1960s with the solid-modeling platform
AutoPLAN, a product designed to help engineers and architects prepare technical drawings and models. The
first version was in 1963, and the last version was released in 1986. AutoCAD's first major release was in
1982, and it was the first CAD program to run on the desktop. By the time Autodesk released AutoCAD,
they had already developed and marketed their first software product for designing desktop publishing.
AutoCAD was originally a standalone product, but was later bundled with the popular engineering program
Inventor, which was also developed by Autodesk. It was the first CAD program to include a 2D DWG
(AutoCAD Drawing) format, and it was the first to incorporate 2D DWG rendering functions. Features [ edit ]
It is a native 2D drafting software that allows architects, engineers, and designers to view and edit 2D
drawings, as well as 2D and 3D modeling. 2D & 3D drafting [ edit ] AutoCAD lets users design a 2D drawing
or 3D model, use a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), and create cross-sections and perspective views. DWG -
Drafting, presentation, and file format [ edit ] Autodesk's main focus was on providing a CAD program that
could be used to design in 2D DWG format. This was a key advantage over competitors who were using a
proprietary file format, which could not be easily shared or converted. In the late 1980s, Autodesk began
publishing AutoCAD as an open CAD standard, making it easier to convert proprietary CAD formats to DWG.
DXL - A DWG with data file [ edit ] DWG (Drawing) is the only native format in Autodesk's products. DWG
files are hierarchical, self-describing, and it is a standard file format. DWG is a collection of objects, which
may have attributes and properties associated with them. These attributes and properties can be
transferred between components (objects) at any time during the design process. DDA - Drawing and data
definition [ edit ] The data of an AutoCAD drawing is stored as a Drawing Data Area (DDA), which consists of
a series of elements
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Workspace changes, e.g. by the user selecting from multiple windows/tabs, can be saved as a separate
drawing, making it more usable. The drawing information is stored in an XML-based format, which is
referred to as CAD XML, Autodesk Exchangeable Graphics File (XGIF), or Exchangeable Workspace Format
(ESWF). The format is also the basis for AutoCAD's extensible architecture, which allows its design and
functionality to be extended through additional features by using extensible markup language (XML).
History AutoCAD has evolved from older programs including Marvel and AutoCad Vignette, originally
released in 1977, AutoCAD and SolidWorks, originally released in 1989 and 1988 respectively. Marvel,
originally developed by Harrison, Bobo & Co. and then sold to General Electric in 1976, had many features
already in place when AutoCAD was first developed. One of AutoCAD's more significant innovations over its
predecessor is that the program takes its user interface from being a command-line interface (CLI) to a
graphical interface, by using menus and icons rather than text-based prompts. AutoCAD is a derivative of
its predecessor AutoCad Vignette, which was originally a tool used to create animations for auto body
shops. AutoCad is also intended to be the basis for the future release of AutoCAD Architecture. AutoCAD
Architecture was also intended to use AutoCAD as a foundation for building a design-automation system
that would be able to control a manufacturer of manufactured buildings. However, this was never
completed, as the company that AutoCAD Architecture would have been based on, Advanced Modeling
Group, was sold to Trimble Navigation. In the mid-1990s, AutoCAD was expanded to accommodate the
growing volume of 3D modeling; and this version, 3D AutoCAD, was renamed to AutoCAD LT, and was
based on a completely new internal structure. AutoCAD LT introduced several important new features.
Among these were the "block context-sensitive toolbars" and the "center-of-mass" tool, which are used for
animation, as well as the context-sensitive help (see below). Another new feature was the ability to turn
layers on or off in the 3D view window, thus creating a 3D modeling environment. Early on in AutoCAD LT's
development, the Model ca3bfb1094
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What's New In?

Let your team collaborate directly on your designs. Send designs to your team for feedback in the cloud.
Then review their comments and incorporate into your drawing in seconds, without additional drawing
steps. (video: 1:54 min.) Markup Assist is a new feature in AutoCAD that gives you a virtual stack to see all
of the imported or marked-up content. You can use the stack to navigate through and share content with
your team, while also viewing or updating your drawing remotely. (video: 1:40 min.) WebGL. WebGL is the
next-generation Web technology that enables stunning Web experiences. With WebGL, your users will
experience next-level graphics on the Web. The Release Candidate version of the new WebGL Technology
in AutoCAD 2023 is available for download. Extensibility: With a new extensibility framework, you can easily
add and manage new tools and toolsets to your drawing. All new extensions and custom toolsets will be
stored in the Autodesk Gallery and can be used to easily implement advanced and powerful tools that are
custom tailored to your design business. If you would like to see the new WebGL technology, get started
with a free 14-day trial of AutoCAD 2023 before purchasing. For more information on WebGL, visit Common
UI/UX in AutoCAD The Ribbon The Ribbon is the universal UI used to navigate AutoCAD. After you open
AutoCAD, you will have access to all of the AutoCAD functions. By clicking on a tool button, the Ribbon will
expand and will display relevant tool tabs. You can also use the Ribbon bar at the top of the screen to
navigate between views. (video: 1:23 min.) The Ribbon has 3 major tabs: Navigation, Modeling, and
Shapes. The Navigation tab is where you will see the most important tools. To access the tools, click the
tool button on the Ribbon. The ribbon will expand and you will see the relevant tool tabs. To return to the
ribbon without expanding, press the ESC key. (video: 1:18 min.) The Modeling tab is where you will see all
of the tools to create and edit dimensions and dimensions entities. To access the tools, click the tool button
on the Ribbon. The ribbon
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